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Worry-Free Life

Learning about emunah is the most effective way for someone 
to improve the quality of his life. Many people have remarked 

that the study of this topic has changed their lives, and they are so 
much calmer and more relaxed because of emunah. One person 
mentioned that emunah is like oxygen without which he cannot 
survive. Emunah is a powerful tool that enables us to 
live our lives to the very fullest, which is precisely what 
we all desire.

Rabbi Ephraim Wachsman observed that we live 
in a society where we are consistently bombarded by 
people trying to sell us something or to convince us 
to do something. Buy this, invest here, travel there, 
join us, vote for me, and so on. Everyone has more or less the 
same sales pitch: some variation of, “If you listen to me, you’ll 
be happy.” And, indeed, happiness is what we are all pursuing. 
Let us imagine asking an average American high-school stu-
dent, who works very hard in school, why he invests so much 
effort into his studies. He’d probably say that he’s studying hard 
so he could get into a good college. We might then continue the 
conversation by asking, “Why do you want to get into a good 
college?”

“So I can then get a good job and make a lot of money.”

“And why do you want to make a lot of money?”

“So I can have a nice house, take care of my family, and 
invest.”

“And what then?”

“When I’m ready to retire, I’ll have so much money that I 
can buy a condominium on the eighth hole of a golf course in 
Florida and live the last fifteen years of my life in unbridled joy 
and tranquility, without having to worry about anything.”

“Emunah is a 
powerful tool that 
enables us to live 
our lives to the 
very fullest.
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SoWe are taught that material assets and financial success 
are what bring us happiness and serenity, and this is the goal 
that the vast majority of people in our society are pursuing. 
So much of the despair and depression that people experience 
result from the frustration and disappointment of being unable 
to attain this goal, which is supposedly the key to happiness.

But imagine mastering a skill that will take us right to 
that desired level of tranquility, immediately, without having to 
spend sixty-five years working hard to attain it. אשר הגבר   ברוך 
 if one trusts in Hashem, his life is a blessing. What a ;יבטח בה’
shame it would be to spend one’s whole life without this skill, 
enduring anxiety and insecurity irrespective of what one has 
accomplished. This is the difference between life with emunah 
and life without emunah. The Chovos HaLevavos (introduction to 
Shaar HaBitachon) states that it is impossible for a person to be 
worry-free without trusting in Hashem. There is no other means 
to avoid anxiety. Without emunah, a person’s mind is prone 
to becoming overrun by worry even when a minor problem 
arises. Too often, people miss out on the joys and delights of life 
because they’re too preoccupied worrying about their problems. 
A man takes his family out on a nice Sunday afternoon, but 
throughout the trip he cannot stop thinking about his business. 
He lost a whole day of meaningful and enjoyable time with his 
family, all because of his stress. And the more stress one has, 
the more difficult it is to maintain a tranquil environment in the 
home. It often happens that the husband will come home after a 
tense day at the office and snap at his wife, who then responds 
in kind. The children feel intimidated and the entire evening is 
ruined — all because of stress and pressure.

When we work on our emunah, we avoid these problems 
because we understand that Hashem, Who loves us and cares 
for us, is in charge and running our lives, and we trust that 
He knows exactly what He’s doing. The more these concepts 
become part of our way of looking at things, the happier we will 
be and the more serenity we will enjoy.
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So How Much Is 
Hashem Really 
Involved?

How involved is Hashem in our everyday lives?

The Gemara (Chullin 7a) cites the following remark 
of Rabbi Chanina:

אין אדם נוקף אצבעו מלמטה אלא אם כן מכרידין עליו מלמעלה

A person does not even stub his toe down below, on Earth, 
unless this was decreed upon him from Above, in the heavens. 
Even small, seemingly insignificant incidents such as stubbing 
one’s toe are the result of hashgachah pratis (individual Divine 
providence). The stubbing itself is a manifestation of Hashem’s 
love and affection, as the Gemara continues that when one 
bleeds, the blood rises to Hashem as an atonement like the 
blood of an offering. Everything that happens in a 
person’s life, whether big or small, is caused directly 
by Hashem, Who always does what is best for us.

This concept is further developed as the Gemara 
(Arachin 16b) raises the question, יסורין תכלית  היכן   עד 
— “How far does the definition of suffering extend?” 
Which minor inconveniences are considered יסורין, 
punishments brought upon a person by Hashem? 
The Gemara cites several Rabbis who give different 
examples indicating how even the smallest events 
are orchestrated by Hashem. Rabbi Elazar says that 
even if one had clothing tailored, and when he receives it from 
the tailor it does not quite fit, this is aggravation from Hashem. 
Another Rabbi gives the example of one who asks a bartender 
to add hot water to his wine, but he mistakenly adds cold water. 
A third Rabbi gave the example of one who accidentally puts his 
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“Everything that 
happens in a 
person’s life, 
whether big or 
small, is caused 
directly by 
Hashem, Who 
always does what 
is best for us.
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Soshirt on backward when he gets dressed in the morning, and 
thus has to take it off and put it on again. Rava says that even 
if one puts his hand in his pocket to remove three coins, but 
only removes two, and thus he has to put his hand back into his 
pocket to take out the third — this is anguish sent from Hashem. 
The Gemara notes that this information is important to know, 
because if a person goes through a period of forty days without 
any yissurim at all, then he must be concerned that he has been 
given his eternal reward already in this world.

One might ask, how does a person know that he is getting 
his share of the Next World in his lifetime just because he did 
not experience any of these kinds of inconveniences over the 
course of forty days? Perhaps he always had a careful bartender 
and skilled tailor, and was always attentive when he put on 
his shirt or took money out of his pocket? The answer is that 
neither the tailor nor the bartender has the final say on what 
happens to us. Hashem is directly involved in the tailoring of 
our clothing, the preparation of our drinks, and even when we 
get dressed and take cash out of our wallet. This is the extent 
to which hashgachah pratis extends.

When we realize that Hashem is with us twenty-four hours 
a day, in every aspect of our lives, down to the smallest and 
least significant details, and that He always deals with us kindly, 
it becomes much easier to respond to the day-to-day incon-
veniences that we face with a smile. We will not be disturbed 
when the shirt does not fit, and even when we are injured and 
bleed, we can feel gratified knowing that we have just brought 
a korban (sacrificial offering) that was lovingly accepted by 
Hashem.
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So Emunah Is the 
Root of Good 
Middos

Emunah, faith in Hashem, is the root of all middos tovos (fine 
qualities).

One who truly believes that Hashem governs the world, 
and wishes only for his well-being, will never be envious of 
other people. Kinah, jealousy, is one of the most destructive 
qualities, and, in fact, Shlomo HaMelech stated that jealousy is 
what causes one’s bones to decay. Rabbeinu Yonah writes that 
a person’s health depends upon the heart, and nothing is more 
harmful to the heart than jealousy. Indeed, modern medicine 
has determined that stress is one of the most harmful condi-
tions for one’s health. And so much of the stress that we expe-
rience comes from jealousy. We look around us and see what 
other people have, and we begin to ask ourselves, Why am I 
not as accomplished and successful as he? These thoughts cause 
overbearing pressure that can directly lead to both physical and 
emotional ailments.

One who has emunah, however, when he sees other 
people’s success he thinks, What does this have to do with me? 
Hashem gives me exactly what I need to serve Him and fulfill my 
role in the world. Why does it matter that other people have more?

A person berates himself when he invests effort but doesn’t 
see the desired results and doesn’t earn a comfortable living. 
He assumes it’s his fault, that this is because he wasn’t good 
enough, that he is a failure, and that others look at him as a 
“good-for-nothing.” This is a totally incorrect approach. Our 
success depends not upon our efforts, but on Hashem. We 
invest our effort, but only Hashem determines the outcome.
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SoA person with emunah also does not become angry. After 
all, anger occurs when things do not work out the way a person 
wants them to. But if one has emunah, he is not upset when 
events do not turn out to his liking. He says to himself, It is 

Hashem’s will that things should turn out this way, and 
if this is Hashem’s will — then this is my will, as well!

Likewise, a person with emunah is humble. He 
realizes that everything is determined by Hashem, 
and that even his successes and achievements are 
the result not of his own skills and efforts, but rather 
Hashem’s grace and compassion. Everything he has 
and everything he has achieved was graciously given 
to him by Hashem. If he had the wisdom to earn 

money, it is because Hashem enabled him to do so. With this 
perspective, a person can never become arrogant or look down 
on others.

A parable is told of a poor man who was invited to 
the wedding of a fabulously wealthy cousin. The man 
could not afford a proper suit for the affair, and so he 
approached his well-to-do neighbor and asked if he 
could borrow a suit. The neighbor lent him an exquisite 
$1,000 suit to wear to the wedding. And so the guest 
arrived at the wedding in this $1,000 suit, and when 
he looked around, he noticed many guests wearing far 
less fancy attire. He felt very proud of the suit he was 
wearing, and looked at the other guests with scorn.

Quite obviously, this reaction is completely irrational. Does 
it make sense for a person to take pride in something he bor-
rowed for one evening? Does he have anything of which to be 
proud?

This is how the person with emunah looks at all his pos-
sessions and achievements. Everything is borrowed, something 
given to him mercifully by Hashem, and there is thus no room 
for any sort of hubris or pride.

“ It is Hashem’s 
will that things 

should turn out this 
way, and if this is 
Hashem’s will — 

then this is my will, 
as well!
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So Living With 
Nobility

One who lives his life with emunah will automatically bring 
glory to Hashem. When others see the way he carries 

himself and lives his life with such serenity and nobility, they will 
see G-dliness. Avraham Avinu taught emunah to the world, and 
the people revered him, calling him a נשיא אלוקים — “a prince of 
Hashem.” A person with emunah never loses himself 
or becomes upset regarding those things that nor-
mally upset others. He knows that everything is from 
Hashem, and that Hashem is always doing what is best 
for him, even when he doesn’t understand how.

A man told me he came into work one morn-
ing to find that his business’ computer system 
was malfunctioning. He called a team of tech-
nicians, and their initial assessment was that 
all the data was lost. The system contained 
everything: eight years’ worth of information had been 
wiped out. All the orders that were to be shipped over 
the next six months, all the records of businesses that 
owed him money and to which he owed, all the charges 
and credit: all were gone. The business was a mess. The 
owners had emunah and accepted the will of Hashem 
with joy. They carried on to the best of their ability, but 
the employees were anxious and complaining, wonder-
ing how to proceed without that data.

After four days, the technicians were able to solve 
the problem, and not one piece of information was 
missing. The office celebrated, and during the celebra-
tion one of the employees came over to the man and 
said, “Boss, we are awestruck by the way you handled 
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“A person with 
emunah never 
loses himself 
or becomes 
upset regarding 
those things that 
normally upset 
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